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Guide to the evaluation of written tasks 

 

The paper should be corrected using the following symbols, and in a colour different from 
that used by the candidate. 
1. Correct answer             
2. Missing part            √  
3. Not closely connected to topic           [    ] 
4. Unnecessary part that cannot be evaluated (crossed out)     
5. Grave mistake in the content (underlined)                                        

6. Meaningless, unclear text, logical problems (underlined)              ∼∼∼∼∼∼ 
7. Inaccurate use of English (underlined)           ………… 
8. Grave spelling or punctuation mistake (underlined)               
 

Under each task, on the left-hand side of a box you can find the maximum number of points 
that can be given. Write the total (added-up) number of points achieved by the candidate 
in one task into the right-hand side of this box. 
The sub-points given for the sub-tasks should also be written on the test paper(s). 
Only the solutions provided in the key can be accepted, and the maximum number of 
points for each task should not be disregarded. The detailed key indicates if (parts of) 
alternative answers, i.e. reasoning, can differ from the ones that are provided in the key. 
 

I. Correcting and evaluating short-answer tasks 
The basis for evaluation is that the answers provided in the key must always be accepted. 
 

Scoring 
Correct answer/ or part of an answer:             0.5 or 1 point (according to the key) 
Incorrect answer:  0 points 
Missing answer:  0 points 
  

0.5 points can only be given where the key specifically allows for it. 
Points allocated to individual parts of a task cannot be further subdivided. 
When adding up the sub points for a task, points should not be rounded up or down, e.g.   3.5 
should be left as 3.5 and not 4 points. 
 

When scoring tasks with answers consisting of several elements or parts: 
• when 2 points can be given and the answer consists of two parts, each correct part can 
be awarded 1 point, 
• when 1 point can be given and the answer consists of two parts, each correct part can 
be awarded 0.5 points. 
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In the case of open-ended questions (e.g. reasoning, text analysis) any answer that has the 
same content as the answer provided in the key should be accepted. (This is why solutions for 
these tasks begin with 'e.g.')  
In the case of tasks where the candidate has had to choose the correct answer from among 
several options, e.g. to decide if a statement is true or false, no points can be given to a 
candidate who has underlined or marked more than one of the options. If a specific number of 
elements are required in one answer and the candidate provides more that this number of 
elements, then they must be evaluated in the order in which they are written.    
Extra points cannot be given. 
Points cannot be subtracted for incorrect or missing answers. 
If the total of short-answer tasks is a round number, nothing needs to be done, if it is 
not, it should be rounded up according to the mathematical rules (e.g. 23.5 points should 
be rounded up to 24 points).  
The names of persons, topographical data and concepts which are in the national curricula 
can only be evaluated if they are spelled correctly. 
The key must be followed in all circumstances, except in very special cases, the reason for 
which must be explained in writing. 
 

II. Correcting and evaluating longer, essay-type questions 

1. Choosing the right tasks 
 Altogether three tasks can be evaluated:  
one short essay about world history,  
one short essay about Hungarian history,  
one long essay about Hungarian history.  
The two essays about Hungarian history should be about two different periods. 
 
Evaluating the paper when the essay questions were not chosen correctly 
If the candidate chose three tasks but disregarded the guidelines for choosing the right essay 
length or period, etc.  
• the task(s) that would bring the fewest points should be disregarded so that the total 
score is as high as possible 
• the task(s) that are chosen correctly and that would bring the highest number of points 
to the candidate should be evaluated and scored 
If a candidate started working on more than three tasks, but his or her final choice of tasks is 
not indicated properly, and there are three tasks that were chosen correctly, then the task that 
comes earliest in the test booklet should be evaluated, followed by those two that were 
correctly chosen. For example these can be tasks 13, 15, 18 or 14, 15, 18. 
If the candidate starts working on more than three tasks, but s/he has not chosen at least three 
tasks correctly, then those two or that one should be evaluated that were correctly chosen, and 
which would bring the highest number of points. 
If the candidate starts working on all the tasks but has failed to indicate which three s/he 
would like evaluated, then, according to the instructions to the test, tasks 13, 15, 20 should be 
evaluated.  
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2. Evaluating the tasks 
When evaluating the tasks, the following should be taken into consideration:  
a) understanding of the task 
b) required skills and content 
c) logical overall structure and accurate language  
The essay-type questions should be evaluated using the key, which contains specific 
guidelines for evaluating the content and the skills that are required. 
 
a) Scoring of ’understanding of the task’: 
When evaluating whether the candidate has understood the task properly, consider the 
following 

• Identifying the task (period, topic): did the candidate write about the problem, topic, 
and period in question? 

• Keeping to the topic, emphasizing the main points: did the candidate focus on the 
main point of the question? 

• Content value, complexity: how complex and relevant are the reasoning and the 
statements? 

• Variety and efficiency of skills used: did the candidate use the appropriate sources, 
and did s/he state the main points and draw the conclusion properly? 

 
First of all decide whether the candidate can be given any points at all (out of the maximum 4 
or 8 points) for ‘understanding of the task’. If not, the total number of points achieved for 
that task can only be 0 too.  
 
For shorter, problem-solving essay tasks 
4 points can only be given if the candidate has fully and correctly understood the problem, 
and his/her answer is proportionate, logical and focussed. The candidate uses the sources to 
draw important conclusions; the ratio of specific and general statements is balanced. 
3 points can be given if the candidate deals with the whole scope of the problem, 
understands it correctly, but the answer is unbalanced or not focussed. 
2 points can be given if the problem is only partially dealt with, and, although the sources 
are used, no main conclusions are drawn from them. 
1 point can be given if at least one of the statements of the candidate proves that s/he has 
understood the problem, but most of the answer does not focus on identifying or discussing 
the problem task. 
0 points can be given if the candidate has not understood the task or has completely 
misunderstood it, does not use the sources and his/her statements are not relevant to the 
problem. 
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For longer, analysis-type essay tasks 
7-8 points can only be given if the candidate has fully and correctly understood the 
problem, and his/her answer is proportionate, logical and focussed. The candidate uses the 
sources to draw important conclusions; the ratio of specific and general statements is 
balanced. 
4-6 points can be given if the candidate deals with the whole scope of the problem, and has 
understood it correctly, but the answer is unbalanced and not focussed. 
2-3 points can be given if the problem is only partially dealt with, and, although the sources 
are used, no main conclusions are drawn from them. 
1 point can be given if at least one of the statements of the candidate proves that s/he has 
understood the problem, but most of the answer does not focus on identifying or discussing 
the problem task. 
0 points can be given if the candidate has not understood the task or has completely 
misunderstood it, does not use the sources, and his/her statements are not relevant to the 
problem. 

 
b) Scoring ‘skills and content’ 
In the key the skills and competences (e.g. location of era and space, use of sources) a 
candidate has to show are marked with the letter ‘S’, while the description of what is required 
in terms of content is marked with the letter ‘C’. 
Naturally, there is a close relationship between these two aspects of scoring, since the skills 
can only be realized and evaluated through (the study of) content. 
Usually one or two elements of content correspond to a skill or competence in the case of the 
shorter problem-solving essay tasks, whereas in the case of the longer, analysis-type essay 
tasks two or three elements will be involved, especially in the part where the causes of an 
event are to be identified.  
If the key identifies only one element of content as belonging to a skill, then the number of 
points given for skills and contents must be the same.  (E.g. in the case of short answer tasks 
only 0, 2 or 4 points can be awarded for the criteria Location: era and place, Use of special 
vocabulary and Use of sources, and the same points can be awarded for  Location: era and 
place, Use of special vocabulary in longer, essay-type tasks.) 
If the key provides several content entries for a skill, certain points cannot be awarded 
because of the close connection between them (e.g. in the case of short tasks 1 or 4 points 
cannot be awarded for Description of factors influencing events, while in the case of longer 
questions 1 or 5 points cannot be awarded for Use of sources and 1 or 6 points cannot be 
awarded for Description of factors influencing events).  
As a general rule, follow the guidelines below when scoring the ‘skills and content’ section: 
Scoring ‘Skills’ (‘S’) 
2 points can be given if the score for content belonging to skill is relatively high (more than 
50 percent of the maximum points ) 
1 point can be given if the candidate achieved at least 1 point for content and there are no 
grave mistakes (incorrect facts or statements) 
0 points can be given if the candidate does not get any points for content and his/her answer 
contains a grave mistake. 
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The examples (E.g.) provided in the contents section show what can be accepted as good 
answers. Most of the elements of content have two parts: identifying the period and the 
location; using general and specific concepts; listing (identifying and presenting) and 
interpretation (conclusion). If the answer fails to include both of these pairs, then of course it 
means that the score should be halved too, leaving 1 point instead of the maximum 2. 
Obviously in the case of the content other combinations of elements can be accepted, besides 
those provided in the key, especially in the case of lists and conclusions. Sometimes the key 
uses the word ‘or’ when listing several good examples, but not all correct answers are listed 
here, so these are not the only ones that can be accepted. 

Scoring ‘Content’ (‘C’) 
2 points can be given if sufficient accurate information is included, the analysis refers 
properly and adequately to the sources (author, intentions, conditions, etc.), identifies several 
typical causes and results, and/or mentions people who are involved in the historical events. 
1 point can be given if insufficient and not very relevant information, conclusions, or 
statements, and only few (and not very typical) data are included. 
0 points can be given if no data are provided, relationships between events are not 
identified, or the statements are incorrect.  

 
c) Scoring ‘structure and clear language’ 
For shorter, problem-solving essay tasks 
2 points can be given if the text is structured and well-built of clear sentences, without grave 
spelling or punctuation mistakes. 
1 point can be given if the text contains several grammar and grave spelling mistakes. 
0 points can be given if the text is merely an outline, an incoherent set of sentences. 

 
For longer, analysis-type essay tasks 
7-8 points can be given if the text is logically structured, coherent and well-built of clear 
sentences, suits the content, with detailed and varied statements, and without spelling, 
punctuation or grammar mistakes. 
4-6 points can be given if the text is not very logically structured, but contains clear 
sentences; some of the statements are simple, one-sided, and there are some minor spelling, 
punctuation or grammar mistakes. 
2-3 points can be given if the text contains clear sentences but is poorly structured, lacks the 
right proportions, and is incomplete (e.g. the introductory, body or concluding paragraph is 
missing). The statements are simplified, one-sided, with errors in the use of language. 
1 point can be given if the text contains sentences, but without textual or contextual 
coherence, and with grave spelling, punctuation and grammar mistakes. 
0 points can be given if the answer is merely an outline made up of words, rather than 
sentences. 

 
3. The length of compositions 
The ability to express ideas within the constraints of a set number of lines is an important 
writing skill. However, in well-justified cases paragraphs may exceed the dotted lines by 2-3 
lines (in the case of short tasks) or 4-5 lines (longer tasks), and be evaluated.  
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4. Recommended steps in evaluating the essay-type tasks 
1. Study the key for the task. 
2. Study the evaluation guide above. 
3. Check whether the candidate has chosen the tasks correctly. 
4. Read the candidate’s essay at least twice. 
5. Give the various scores using the guides for scoring. 
6. Add up the scores that will give the total number of points, then divide by 2 to get the exam 
points.  
7. Do not round the scores for the tasks up or down.  
8. Add up the exam points of the three essays. If the total is a round number, nothing 
needs to be done, if it is not, it should be rounded up according to the mathematical 
rules  (e.g. 23.5 points should be rounded up to 24 points). 
 

 
III. How to calculate the final score of the exam paper 

 
Add up the scores of the first and second parts (I and II). 
 
Tables for evaluating and scoring the tasks 
 
Short essay tasks 

Criteria Maximum Achieved 
 points 

Understanding of task 4  
Location: era and place 4  
Use of special vocabulary 4  
Use of sources 4  
Describing the reasons behind events 6  
Structure, clear language 2  
Total 24  

 DIVIDED BY 2 
Exam points 12  

 
 
Long essay tasks 

Criteria Maximum Achieved 
 points 

Understanding of task 8  
Location: era and place 4  
Use of special vocabulary 4  
Use of sources 8  
Describing the reasons behind an event 10  
Structure, clear language 8  
Total 42  

 DIVIDED BY 2 
Exam points 21  
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I. SHORT ANSWER TASKS 
 
1. World religions (1 point for each correct item, total: 3 points) 
a) Christian(ity) 
b) Jesus of Nazareth or (Jesus) Christ 
c) apostles or disciples or the 12 apostles 

 
2. Ottoman Empire (1 point for each correct item, total: 4 points) 
a) sultan  
b) caliph 
c) spahis 
d) janissaries 
 
3. Charles Robert’s economic policy (Total: 3 points) 
a) E.g. livestock (cattle), wine (unworked noble and non-ferrous) metal (gold, copper) (Two 
correct items can be accepted) (0.5 points for each correct item) 
b) Settling (Bohemian) miners or  
the precious metal mine remained in the landlord’s possession or 
landlords received one third of the income from the mine  
(Two correct items can be accepted. Any other, essentially similar answer is also acceptable) 
(0.5 points for each correct item) 
c) He introduced gate tax (1 point) 
 
4. Enlightenment (1 point for each correct item, total: 4 points)  
a) D) 
b) E) 
c) B) 
d) A) 
 
5. The Rákóczi freedom fight (1 point for each correct item, total: 4 points) 
 

Event Letter of 
source 

a) B 
b) D 
c) C 
d) A 

 
6. Industrial Revolution (0.5 points for each correct item, total: 4 points) 
 

Letter of 
picture 

Letter of 
description 

Number of 
invention 

a) B) 5 
b) D) 3 
c) A) 2 
d) C) 1 
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7. Industry under the Dual Monarchy (0.5 points for each correct item, total: 4 points)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8. Emancipation of women (1 point for each correct item, total: 4 points) 
 

Statement True False 
a)  X 
b) X  
c) X  
d)  X 

 
9. Hungarian Jews (1 point for each correct item, total: 4 points) 
 

Period Letter of event 
a)  B 
b)  X 
c)  C 
d)  A 

 
10.  Industry in the 1950’s  (Total: 3 points) 
a)  Soviet Union (1 point) 
b) The employment of women or (as a result of collectivisation) peasants moved away from 
villages or (as a result of nationalisation) independent artisans and retailers became workers.   
(Any two of the listed answers are acceptable. Any other, essentially similar answer is also 
acceptable.) (0.5 points for each correct item.) 
c) B (1 point) 
 
11. Mass culture (1 point for each correct item, total: 3 points) 
a) A 
b) Urbanisation. (Any other, essentially similar answer is also acceptable.) 
c) New means of telecommunication transmit the products of mass culture quickly to a large 
number of people. (Any other, essentially similar answer is also acceptable.) 
 
12. Present-day Hungarian society (0.5 points for each correct item, total: 5 points) 
 

Question yes no Number of 
article: 

a)  X  10 
b)   X 1 
c)   X 7 
d)   X 4 
e)  X  20 

 Branches Industrial centre/town 
a) Iron and metallurgy e.g.: Salgótarján, Diósgyőr, Miskolc  
b) Food industry e.g.: Budapest, Kecskemét, Kalocsa, Szeged 
c) Textile industry e.g.: Győr, Sopron 
d) Chemical industry e.g.: Budapest, Léva, Komárom 
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II. LONGER, ESSAY-TYPE QUESTIONS 
 

13. French Absolutism  (short) 
Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate basically describes the system of French 
Absolutism and the way in which it functioned. 
With the analysis of the source the essay refers to essential 
connections (e.g. the connections between unlimited power, the 
economy and the army.) 

0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate locates historical events in place and time. 
C The candidate mentions that King Louis XIV of France ruled 
in the 17th-18th centuries, and points out that France became a 
great continental power in Europe or refers to the fact that 
Versailles became the royal centre. 

0–4 
[neither 1 

point nor 3 
points can  

be 
awarded]

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses the following general and topic-specific 
concepts: e.g. ruler, state, power, army, Absolutism, 
Mercantilism. 

0–4 
[neither 1 

point nor 3 
points can  

be 
awarded]

Use of sources S The candidate incorporates the information from the source 
into his/her answer and reaches simple conclusions based on it. 
C E.g. The candidate mentions that unlike previous practice, 
Louis XIV restricted the state secretaries’ scope of 
responsibility, and points out that by doing so he concentrated 
the management of state affairs in his own hands.  

0–4 
[neither 1 

point nor 3 
points can  

be 
awarded] 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events  

S The candidate describes the most important characteristics of 
French Absolutism, and how the absolute monarchy functioned. 
C E.g. the candidate defines the concept of Absolutism (a 
system of government based on the unlimited power of the 
king), and points out one of its characteristic features (e.g. 
disregarding the Estate General, increased royal income, system 
of bureaucracy). 
C E.g. the candidate points out that Louis introduced a 
mercantilist economic policy, and names one of its elements 
(e.g. protective tariffs to defend French industry, prohibiting the 
export of raw materials, improving infrastructure, founding 
manufactures) or mentions that Louis XIV established a large 
standing army and mentions one of its characteristic features 
(e.g. regular, professional officers, uniforms); or mentions that 
Louis XIV spent significant sums of money on his court (e.g. 
the construction of the palace of Versailles), and concludes that 
by doing so he wanted to emphasise the absoluteness of royal 
power.  

0–6 
[neither 1 

point nor 4 
points can  

be 
awarded] 

Structure, clear 
language 

The exposition consists of sentences and the text is logically 
constructed and coherent. The answer has no grave errors of 
accuracy or spelling. 

0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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14. Nazi ideology (short) 

Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate basically describes the characteristic features of 
Nazi ideology. 
Using the source material the candidate refers to essential 
connections in his/her answer (e.g. Nazi ideology mobilised the 
majority of German society in the 1930’s, because it advocated 
political unity, created an image of the enemy etc.)

0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate locates historical events in place and time. 
C It is clear from the answer that the ideology of National 
Socialism was a new school of ideology which emerged after 
the first World War, or the candidate mentions that Hitler’s 
accession to power was facilitated by the Great Depression 
(1929-33), or mentions the year Hitler came to power (1933), 
and s/he is aware of the fact that Nazi ideology emerged in 
Germany.  

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded] 

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly. 
C The candidate uses the following general and topic-specific 
terms appropriately: e.g. racial theory, propaganda, Anti-
Semitism, Führer principle (cult of the leader), National 
Socialism (Nazi).  

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded] 

Use of sources 

S Information from the source is incorporated in the exposition 
and the candidate reaches simple conclusions based on it.  
C E.g.: On the basis of the source, s/he describes one of the 
characteristic features of Nazi ideology (e.g. it created an 
image of the enemy, encouraged people to fight), and points 
out the purpose all this served (e.g. reinforcing national 
consciousness, achieving the status of a great power). 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded] 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The answer describes the most important features of Nazi 
ideology, and lists the means by which it achieved results.  
C E.g. s/he mentions that Nazi ideology was characterised both 
by Nationalism and the promise of improving social 
conditions, and points out that this served Hitler’s political 
ambitions, or names one of the elements of national and social 
demagogy (e.g. it promised work for the workers, land for the 
peasants, the restriction of unions for the capitalists, and 
demanded the revision of peace treaties and the expansion of 
the German “living space” or lebensraum). 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the central idea of Nazi 
ideology was racial theory (the German race is superior) or that 
one of its important features was Anti-Semitism, and reveals 
some characteristics of the way propaganda functioned (using 
modern technology and methods, applying verbal means of 
persuasion) or refers to the attitude towards Jews, or mentions 
the role Mein Kampf played in the foundation of the ideology. 

0–6 
[neither 1 
point nor 
4 points 
can  be 

awarded] 

Structure, clear 
language 

The exposition consists of sentences and the text is logically 
constructed and coherent. The answer has no grave errors of 
accuracy or spelling. 

0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 
MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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15. The population of Hungary in the 18th century (short) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate describes the changes that characterised the 18th 
century population of Hungary. 
Using the source materials the candidate refers to essential 
connections in his/her answer (e.g. the connection between the 
rapid increase in the population and the changes in ethnic 
conditions). 

0–4 

Location: 
place and era 

S The candidate locates historical events in place and time. 
C S/he mentions the characteristic directions of the population’s 
movements, and refers to the fact that in the 18th century 
Hungary was part of the Habsburg Empire or the end of the 
Rákóczi freedom fight was followed by a peaceful period in 
Hungarian  history. 

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly. 
C The candidate correctly uses the following general and topic-
specific terms: e.g. population, nationality or ethnic group, 
immigration, (re-)settlement.  

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of sources 

S The candidate incorporates the information from the sources 
and reaches simple conclusions based on it.  
C E.g.: s/he mentions that during the course of the 18th century 
Hungary’s population more than doubled, and points out that the 
majority of the population belonged to different ethnic groups or 
that Hungarians were only a relative majority.  

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]

Describing 
reasons 
behind events 

S The candidate describes the main features that characterised 
the changes in population, and s/he formulates the reasons and 
consequences. 
C E.g.: s/he mentions that the main reason for the rapid increase 
in population was self-motivated immigration or organised 
settlement (s/he may refer to the rise in the birth-rate), and 
points out that those parts of the country which had become 
sparsely populated were resettled, or reveals one of the 
underlying economic or political reasons for inviting the settlers 
into Hungary (increasing the tax base, Germanisation, re-
Catholicism, absolutist aspirations). 
C E.g.: s/he lists the most important ethnic groups settling into 
Hungary and reveals one of the reasons for their immigration 
(better opportunities for making a living in the sparsely 
populated parts of the Alföld, temporary exemption of settlers 
from taxation and military service etc.), or s/he states that ethnic 
groups were also involved in internal migration.

0–6 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 4 
points 
can  be 

awarded]

Structure, 
clear language 

The exposition consists of sentences and the text is logically 
constructed and coherent. The answer has no grave errors of 
accuracy or spelling. 

0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 
MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
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16. Consequences of the Tartar invasion (long) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate basically describes the characteristic features of 
Béla IV’s policies following the Tartar invasion. 
In a concise answer the candidate describes the consequences 

of the Tartar invasion and the change that took place in Béla 
IV’s policies. 
The exposition outlines the effects and consequences of the 
measures he took (e.g. grants of land, which were linked to 
castle building and the organisation of military forces, 
strengthened the country’s defences, but had undermined royal 
power by the end of the 13th century).  
In his/her answer the candidate uses and interprets sources and 
draws important conclusions from them. 

0–8 

Location: 
place and era 

S The candidate locates historical events in place and time. 
C S/he mentions the dates of Béla IV’s reign (1235-70) and of 
the Tartar invasion (1241-42) and refers to one of the 
geographical aspects of the topic (connections between castle-
building and geographical conditions or changes in the density 
of the population and the structure of settlements, or the 
geographical aspects of resettlements). 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific historical 
terminology correctly. 
C The candidate uses the following general and topic-
specific terms: the Tartar invasion, population, castle, town, 
estate, power, rights of privilege, hospites, baron. 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of sources 

S The candidate incorporates the information in the sources 
in his/her answer and reaches conclusions based on it. 
C E.g. the candidate points out that the Tartar invasion 
caused considerable damage in the country, and on the basis 
of the source mentions one of the components or 
consequences of this destruction (reduction of the 
population, depopulation of settlements, starvation). 
C E.g. s/he mentions that Béla IV settled hospites in the 
country and points out that by doing so he intended to people 
the depopulated areas. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Béla IV confirmed (and 
extended) the privileges of the servients and points out that by 
doing this the king protected them from injustice or he 
consolidated their position.  

0–8 
[neither 1 
point nor 
5 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate describes the measures taken by Béla IV, and 
reveals the changes that these led to, both in society and in the 
economy, or in political life.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Béla IV granted estates, 
but under certain conditions  (castle building) and states that by 
doing this he intended to strengthen the defensive capacity of 
the country, or this represented a radical change compared to 

0–10 
[neither 1 
point nor 
6 points 
can  be 

awarded]
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his policy prior to the Tartar invasion. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that as a result of the grants 
and castle-building the power of the barons increased, and 
points out that this led to the weakening of royal power, or 
that Béla IV attempted to counterbalance this by consolidating 
the servients’ position.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Béla IV granted privileges 
to certain settlements and concludes that by doing so he 
contributed to the launching of urban development; or s/he 
points out that Béla IV settled the Cumans in the country, and 
states that the Cumans had an important role in the royal army. 
C Using his/her own knowledge and correct conclusions the 
candidate completes and supports his/her exposition.   

Structure, clear 
language  

The text uses full sentences, the sentences are clear and 
unambiguous. 
The analysis is a well-constructed text which serves the logical 
exposition of the contents. 
The statements made by the candidate give evidence of good 
analytical skills. 
The answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 

0–8 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 42 
MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 21 

 
17. Széchenyi in the Reform period  (short) 

Criteria Skills and content Points 
Understanding of 
task 

The candidate describes István Széchenyi’s ideas about 
transforming the economy. 
 The answer refers to essential connections (e.g. Széchenyi’s 
proposals served modernisation and capitalist 
transformation). 

0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate locates historical events in place and time. 
C S/he mentions that Széchenyi first drafted most of his 
proposals in the 1830’s, and describes one of the geographical 
aspects of the topic (e.g.  Hungary was part of the Habsburg 
Empire, or its economy was less developed than Western 
Europe’s, or that it was his travels in England that made 
Széchenyi realise changes were necessary).  

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly. 
C The candidate uses the following general and topic-specific 
historical terms appropriately: e.g. trade, credit, inalienability 
of inherited property [entailment, avicititas], general and 
proportionate taxation.  

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of sources S The candidate incorporates the information in the source 
into his/her answer and reaches simple conclusions based 
on it. 
C E.g. s/he lists the economic proposals mentioned in the 
source (general and proportionate taxation, developing 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]
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infrastructure, ensuring free trade) and states that these were 
intended to boost the economy, or explains the connections 
between these proposals. 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate describes Széchenyi’s ideas, and points out 
their significance. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions a proposal made by Széchenyi 
which does not appear in the source (e.g. the abolition of 
entailment – making credit available, the abolition of socage, 
creating the pre-conditions for paid work) and concludes that 
these were aimed at capitalist transformation (or 
modernisation or reducing Hungary’s backwardness), or 
resulted in the development of the middle class. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Széchenyi explained his 
views in several publications, or refers to his practical work 
concerning the economy, or refers to the economic aspects of 
his debate with Kossuth and points out that the transformation 
of the economy was at the heart of Széchenyi’s reform 
program, or that primarily he attempted to gain the support of 
the aristocracy or that Széchenyi wanted to avoid 
confrontation with the court.    

0–6 
[neither 1 
point nor 
4 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Structure, clear 
language 

The exposition consists of sentences and the text is logically 
constructed and coherent. The answer has no grave errors of 
accuracy or spelling. 

0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK  24 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
 
18. Budapest at the turn of the century  (long) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding 
of task 

The candidate basically describes the conditions in Budapest 
at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. 
In a concise answer the candidate describes the economic 
development of the city and the economic role Budapest 
played in the country. 
The analysis reveals the changes that took place in the 
structure and size of Budapest’s population . 
In his/her answer the candidate uses and interprets the 
sources and draws important conclusions from them. 

0–8 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate correctly locates the historical events in 
place and time. 
C S/he mentions that the time in question was part of the 
period of the Dual Monarchy (1867-1918), or that it was 
during the second industrial revolution, or mentions the 
year of the Millennium (1896), and s/he understands the 
geographical connections of the development (the role of 
Budapest, the centre, and its significance in transportation 
and trade). 

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]
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Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses the following general and topic-
specific terms appropriately: e.g. transportation, trade, 
industry, development, society, population, Millennium, 
assimilation. 

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of sources 

S The candidate incorporates the information in the 
sources into his/her answer and reaches conclusions based 
on it. 
C E.g. s/he mentions that the number of registered 
companies greatly increased in the period, and draws one 
essential conclusion from the data (e.g. the majority of 
companies were private, the number of share companies 
grew most rapidly, state investment was significant). 
C E.g. the candidate points out that the government used 
its own means to promote the development, and states that 
by doing so it reinforced Budapest’s central role, or that 
they made use of Budapest’s favourable location (Danube 
navigation). 
C E.g. the candidate mentions a significant change in 
connection with the structure of the population (e.g. 
increase in the proportion of people making a living from 
industry and trade, or decrease in the proportion of people 
living from agriculture), and highlights the close links 
between the changes in the structure of society and 
economic development (industrialisation). 

0–8 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 5 
points 
can  be 

awarded]

Describing the 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate describes the components of Budapest’s 
development, and analyses the intrinsic connections and 
consequences of the development.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Budapest’s industry and 
trade developed rapidly, or that Budapest became a 
financial centre, and points out that this was mainly the 
result of the industrial revolution. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions an important element of 
Budapest’s territorial development (expansion of territory, 
building, development of separate quarters), and points out 
that Budapest became a metropolis, or refers to the 
significance of the Millennium celebrations. 
C E.g. s/he mentions that Budapest’s population increased 
significantly, and states that many people moved from the 
provinces to the capital, or assimilation was significant, or 
mentions that Budapest became not only a centre for the 
economy but for administration and culture as well, and 
highlights the political background of this (e.g. the 
unification of Budapest, as the result of the Compromise it 
became an imperial capital).  
C E. g. Using his/her own knowledge and correct 
conclusions the candidate completes and supports his/her 
exposition.   

0–10 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 6 
points 
can  be 

awarded]
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Structure, clear 
language 

The text uses full sentences, the sentences are clear and 
unambiguous. 
The analysis is a well-constructed text which serves the logical 
exposition of the contents. 
The statements made by the candidate give evidence of good 
analytical skills. 
The answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 

0–8 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 42 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 21 
 
19. Hungarian foreign policy between the World Wars  (short)  
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 

Understanding of 
task 

The candidate basically describes the aspirations for 
territorial revision. 
Using the source materials the candidate refers to essential 
connections in his/her answer (e.g. foreign policy was 
determined by revisionist aspirations).  

 
0–4 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate locates historical events in place and time. 
C S/he mentions the date of the Trianon peace treaty (June 
4th, 1920) refers to the territorial aspects of the Trianon 
peace, or the isolating role of the Little Entente. 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly. 
C: The candidate uses the following general and topic- 
specific terms appropriately: e.g. peace treaty, foreign policy, 
Little Entente, revision. 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded]

Use of sources 

S The candidate uses information from the sources in his/her 
answer and reaches simple conclusions based on it. 
C E.g. s/he points out that the Hungarian government 
considered the decrees of the Trianon peace treaty unfair, and 
states that it wanted to have the peace treaty revised or 
Bethlen formulated his revisionist claims openly only after 
the successful consolidation (at the end of the 20’s). 

0–4 
[neither 1 
point nor 
3 points 
can  be 

awarded] 

Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate describes the revisionist aspirations, and 
points out their significance and effects. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the claim for the revision 
of the Trianon peace treaty determined the steps of foreign 
policy, and points out that the government took measures to 
end the isolation of the country (s/he may mention joining the 
League of Nations, turning towards Italy). 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the revision of the Trianon 
peace treaty was expected by the majority of the population, 
and mentions examples of how revisionist ideas were 
manifested in everyday life; or mentions that international 
affairs did not favour revisionist aspirations, and explains this 
(s/he refers to the role of the Little Entente or the great 
powers’ point of view). 

0–6 
[neither 1 
point nor 
4 points 
can  be 

awarded] 
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Structure, clear 
language 

The exposition consists of sentences and the text is logically 
constructed and coherent. The answer has no grave errors of 
accuracy or spelling. 

0–2 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 24 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 12 
 
20. The 1956 revolution and freedom fight   (long) 
 

Criteria Skills and content Points 
Understanding 
of task 

The candidate basically describes the circumstances under 
which the 1956 revolution broke out. 
In a concise answer s/he describes the most important events 
that happened on 23rd October, 1956. 
The analysis reveals the main reasons for the outbreak of the 
revolution. 
 In his/her answer the candidate uses and interprets the 
sources and draws important conclusions from them. 

0–8 

Location: place 
and era 

S The candidate locates historical phenomena in place and 
time. 
C S/he indicates that the revolution broke out on 23rd 
October, 1956, and is aware of the geographical aspects (e.g. 
that Hungary was part of the Soviet block, or that Hungary 
was under Soviet occupation). 

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]
Use of special 
vocabulary 

S The candidate uses both general and topic-specific 
historical terminology correctly.  
C The candidate uses the following general terms and topic-
specific terms and expressions appropriately: e.g. 
revolution, demonstration, university students, army, 
democratic rights, party state, independence.  

0–4 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 3 
points 
can  be 

awarded]
Use of sources S In his/her answer the candidate uses information in the 

sources and reaches conclusions based on it. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions some important demands 
made by the university students and points out that there 
were both social and political reasons for the outbreak of the 
revolution (poor standard of living, lack of democratic rights, 
lack of national independence).    
 C E.g. the candidate mentions that the crowd pulled down 
the Stalin statue, which was considered the symbol of the 
Rákosi regime, and points out that this was the expression of 
protest against the oppressive system and Soviet influence.  
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Ernő Gerő condemned the 
demonstrations in a radio speech, and makes a relevant 
statement in connection with the speech (the claim referring 
to Soviet-Hungarian equality was untrue, the speech only 
made people angrier, etc,).  

0–8 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 5 
points 
can  be 

awarded]
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Describing 
reasons behind 
events 

S The candidate describes the circumstances under which the 
revolution broke out, and points out the reasons and 
consequences of the events, or their significance. 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that the revolution began with 
a peaceful demonstration, and makes a relevant statement in 
connection with the demonstration (it was started by 
university students, a great multitude of people, groups from 
very different social backgrounds representing very different 
political views, solidarity with the Poles etc.)  
C E.g. the candidate points out that the Radio was besieged, 
makes an important statement in connection with this (the 
demonstrators wanted to have their demands read on air, 
armed fighting started etc.) 
C E.g. the candidate mentions that Imre Nagy gave a speech 
to the crowds that had gathered outside Parliament, and 
makes a relevant statement in connection with the personality 
or speech of Imre Nagy (the demonstrators demanded his 
appointment as Prime Minister, his speech disappointed the 
people etc.). 
C E. g. Using his/her own knowledge and correct 
conclusions the candidate completes and supports his/her 
exposition.   

0–10 
[neither 
1 point 
nor 6 
points 
can  be 

awarded]
 

Structure, clear 
language 

The text uses full sentences, the sentences are clear and 
unambiguous. 
The analysis is a well-constructed text which serves the logical 
exposition of the contents. 
The statements made by the candidate give evidence of good 
analytical skills. 
The answer has no grave errors of accuracy or spelling. 

0–8 

TOTAL FOR THIS TASK 42 

MAXIMUM EXAM SCORE 21 
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